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Separability criterion for separate quantum systems
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Entanglement, or quantum inseparability, is a crucial resource in quantum information applications, and
therefore the experimental generation of separated yet entangled systems is of paramount importance. Experi-
mental demonstrations of inseparability with light are not uncommon, but such demonstrations in physically
well-separated massive systems, such as distinct gases of atoms, are new and present significant challenges and
opportunities. Rigorous theoretical criteria are needed for demonstrating that given data are sufficient to
confirm entanglement. Such criteria for experimental data have been derived for the case of continuous-
variable systems obeying the Heisenberg-Weyl~position-momentum! commutator. To address the question of
experimental verification more generally, we develop a sufficiency criterion for arbitrary states of two arbitrary
systems. When applied to the recent study by Julsgaard, Kozhekin, and Polzik@Nature413, 400 ~2001!# of
spin-state entanglement of two separate, macroscopic samples of atoms, our criterion confirms the presence of
spin entanglement.
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Entanglement, or quantum inseparability, is a profou
property of nature that enables information to be stor
communicated, and processed in a decidedly nonclas
fashion @1#. Entanglement has long been observed in
states of small numbers of microscopic objects such as e
trons or photons. Only recently have there been efforts
create and observe entanglement in the state of massive
roscopic objects, such as the collective spins of two sepa
atomic vapors@2,3#. It is important therefore to develop
sufficient criterion, which, if satisfied, would unambiguous
verify that an experiment has displayed entanglement.

Previous significant work has been done to find a su
ciency criterion that is valid for continuous-variable syste
obeying the Heisenberg-Weyl~HW! commutator, valid for
position-momentum variables and, similarly, for light-fie
amplitudes@4,5#. Such a condition is not strictly valid, how
ever, for collective-spin systems, although an approxim
correspondence was proposed for certain special spin s
and used to analyze a recent experiment by Julsga
Kozhekin, and Polzik~JKP! @2#. This study was aimed a
demonstrating spin-state entanglement for two separ
macroscopic samples of atoms containing around 1012 atoms
each. We derive a sufficiency condition for the existence
entanglement between two arbitrary quantum systems,
cluding spin systems, in pure or mixed states. This allows
for example, to confirm rigorously the presence of entang
ment in the experiment of JKP. This criterion is general, a
so may find application in other experimental studies.

Two distinct quantum systems 1 and 2 are said to be
tangled if their joint density operatorr̂ is inseparable, that is
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if r̂ cannot be represented as a convex sum of density op
tors r̂1i and r̂2i for the two physically separated system
@6,7#,

r̂5(
i

pi r̂1i ^ r̂2i , ~1!

with pi a set of non-negative, normalized probabilities.
their joint state is separable~not entangled!, then it must be
possible to express the density operator in the form Eq.~1!.
One physical interpretation of entanglement is that it rep
sents a correlation between two systems that is stronger
can exist in any classical~local, realistic! theory @8#.

A convincing demonstration of entanglement would pro
a violation of the separability condition Eq.~1!. In attempt-
ing to demonstrate inseparability between the spin variab
of two separated atomic samples, JKP employ nonlocal B
measurements on the spin variables and relate these
variables to canonical position and momsentum opera
obeying the Heisenberg-Weyl~HW! commutator @ q̂ j ,p̂k#
5 id jk ( j ,k51,2). By establishing this approximate corr
spondence, JKP then adapt a criterion by Duanet al. @4# and
by Simon@5#, which applies to coupled oscillators~and spe-
cifically to squeezed light!. The ‘‘HW’’ criterion that is suf-
ficient for inseparability is@4,5#

var~ q̂11q̂2!1var~ p̂12 p̂2!>2, ~2!

where var (•••) represents the statistical variance. JKP’s c
terion is an expression analogous to Eq.~2!, predicated on
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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the assumption that for certain states spin operators ca
approximately replaced by canonical position and mom
tum operators.

Although the shortcut proposed by JKP offers an appe
ing connection between criteria for demonstrating entan
ment in squeezed-light systems and in spin ensembles
validity of this correspondence is far from obvious, and c
lead to misconceptions regarding transformations betw
different bases that are quite distinct from the Fourier tra
form nature of the canonical position-momentum transf
mations. Before returning to a consideration of entanglem
in collective-spin systems, we first establish a criterion
inseparability that is applicable to any algebra, including t
for spin. We do this by generalizing the calculations of Du
et al. @4# and of Berry and Sanders@9#.

We consider two systems 1 and 2, and two observables
each,Â1 , B̂1 for system 1 andÂ2 , B̂2 for system 2, that
obey @Âi ,B̂j #5d i , j Ĉ j . Define linear combinations,

û5aÂ11bÂ2 ,

v̂5aB̂12bB̂2 , ~3!

for a, b arbitrary real coefficients. Equation~1! implies for
the variance

var~ û!5(
i

pi@a2^~DÂ1!2& i1b2^~DÂ2!2& i #1S, ~4!

whereDÂk5Âk2^Âk&r and^•••&r denotes an average ove
r̂. The quantity S is S5( i pi^û& i

22(( i pi^û& i)
2, where

^•••& i denotes the average over the product density oper
r̂1i ^ r̂2i . The Schwarz inequality implies, in general, th
S>0. Doing the same forv̂ and adding the results gives

var~ û!1var~ v̂ !>(
i

pi@a2^~DÂ1!2& i1b2^~DÂ2!2& i #

1(
i

pi@a2^~DB̂1!2& i1b2^~DB̂2!2& i #,

~5!

or

var~ û!1var~ v̂ !>a2@^~DÂ1!2&r1^~DB̂1!2&r#

1b2@^~DÂ2!2&r1^~DB̂2!2&r#. ~6!

Equation~6! is always satisfied for any separable sta
with respect to any variables~discrete or continuous! belong-
ing to any algebra. If one can measure all the correspond
quantities and find a violation of Eq.~6!, then one demon-
strates that the state is inseparable.

The general commutator@Âi ,B̂j #5d i j Ĉ j implies the un-
certainty relation DAiDBi>(1/2)Ci , where Ci5u^Ĉi&u
5uTr( r̂@Âi ,B̂i #)u ( i 51,2). This implies the less restrictiv
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relation DAi
21DBi

2>Ci , with equality only for DAi
2

5Ci /2. Inserting this into Eq.~6! gives, for any separable
state,

var~ û!1var~ v̂ !>a2C11b2C2 . ~7!

This is our main result. A related criterion has been recen
found for the case of pure states of spin systems@9#. In the
special casea5b51, Eq. ~7! gives

var~Â11Â2!1var~B̂12B̂2!>C11C2 . ~8!

Equation~7! is not a tight bound. That is, it is necessa
for any separable state to satisfy Eq.~7!, but it need not be
violated for every entangled~i.e., inseparable! state. So Eq.
~7! is a necessary but not sufficient condition for separabil
A sufficient and necessary criterion that is experimenta
accessible for spin ensembles is not known. For the spe
case of Gaussian states of Heisenberg-Weyl systems
C15C251, Eq. ~8! reduces to Eq.~2!, which has been
shown by Duanet al. @4# and Simon@5# to be a sufficientand
necessarycondition for separability in this case.

In the JKP study, the variables of interest are the proj
tions Ĵx ,Ĵy ,Ĵz of the collective spins of two atomic sample
1 and 2. The experiment@2# can be analyzed by choosin
Â15 Ĵy1 , B̂15 Ĵz1 , Â25 Ĵy2 , B̂252 Ĵz2. Then C11C2

5u^Ĵx1&u1u^2 Ĵx2&u52u^Ĵx1&u, and separability requires
from Eq. ~8!,

var~ Ĵy11 Ĵy2!1var~ Ĵz11 Ĵz2!>2u^ Ĵx1&u. ~9!

Equation~9! yields a rigorous criterion: if this inequality is
violated, then entanglement has been demonstrated.

This result is similar in form to JKP’s Eq.~1!, reviewed
below, but is distinct in several important respects. The fi
is that our criterion for demonstrating inseparability is e
pressed entirely in terms of the spin operators and does
entail any approximations. This result is valid even witho
the restriction that a large number of atoms is required. Th
is no recourse, nor any need for recourse, to canonical p
tion and momentum operators or to the criterion for squee
oscillators. The second difference is that Eq.~9! is a valid
criterion for arbitrary states not only for certain extremu
states as in the criterion of JKP. The final difference is t
the right-hand side of Eq.~9! is the expectation value with
respect to the state under investigation, rather than be
determined by a quantity defined in terms of some ‘‘clas
cal’’ value.

The present result puts on a firm theoretical ground
criterion used by JKP as anecessarycriterion for separabil-
ity. The violation of Eq.~9! by the data in the JKP study ca
be taken as an indication of the breakdown of separabi
Nevertheless, the question of an experimentally access
sufficientcondition, even for special classes of states~e.g.,
the Gaussian ones for the case of HW systems!, is still an
open one for the case of spin systems.

Here, we present arguments that one cannot take the
proximate correspondence between spin variables and
variables too literally, as it can lead to errors if care is n
4-2
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taken.~Our approach avoids the problematic extrapolation
HW results.! For example, large errors occur when calcul
ing a change of basis if one uses eigenstates ofĴy and Ĵz as
basis states and assumes that these transform approxim
as HW variables do. These errors persist even for the ex
mum states considered by JKP.

To review JKP’s analysis, the collective-spin vector o
eratorĴ ~total angular momentum! of a collection ofN atoms
~where N may be known or statistically distributed! is de-
fined to havex componentĴx5( i 51

N Ĵx
( i ) , and similarly forĴy

and Ĵz . These components obey the algebra@ Ĵy ,Ĵz#5 i Ĵx ,
etc., and commute withĴ2; the number of atomsN deter-
mines the corresponding irreducible representation. FoN
52 j , one choice for an orthonormal basis comprisesu j ,mx&x

that satisfy the eigenvalue relationsĴ2u j ,mx&x5 j ( j

11)u j ,mx&x and Ĵxu j ,mx&x5mxu j ,mx&x . For J̄x equal to
some ‘‘large classical’’ real number (.0), JKP define opera

tors Q̂5 Ĵy /AJ̄x and P̂5 Ĵz /AJ̄x satisfying @Q̂,P̂#5 i Ĵx / J̄x
@10#.

Consider extremum statesuC& having narrow suppor
over approximately equal values ofmx> J̄x , where J̄x is a
large, state-independent real number. Such extremum s
can be visualized as tightly concentrated near theJx ‘‘pole’’
in a space with axesJx ,Jy ,Jz , as illustrated in Fig. 1. JKP
suggest that for such states one can approximateĴx / J̄x by the
unity operator to obtain@Q̂,P̂#5 i . This commutator, along
with Eq. ~2!, would lead directly to thenecessarycriterion
for separability in the form of JKP’s Eq.~1!. This result is
correct in a restricted sense, as noted above.

Nevertheless, there are difficulties with taking this a
proximate approach too literally. This is evidenced by t
fact that a basis transformation between the eigenstate

Q̂5 Ĵy /AJ̄x and P̂5 Ĵz /AJ̄x is not given by a Fourier trans
form, despite the commutator between the operators b
forced to be a constant, which seemingly implies that

FIG. 1. ‘‘Extremum’’ angular-momentum states having large

tal J and totalJx5̃J can be visualized as occupying the shad
region tightly concentrated near theJx ‘‘pole’’ in a space with axes
Jx , Jy , Jz . The quasicontinuous variablesQ andP can be thought
of as forming approximately the Cartesian coordinates of the
gent plane touching the sphere with radiusJ.
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eigenstates have overlap^PuQ&} exp(2iPQ). The inapplica-
bility of the Fourier transform is apparent by attempting th
transformation. In theJy basis,

uC&5 (
2 j 50

`

(
my52 j

j

u j ,my&y y^ j ,myuC&

5 (
2 j 50

`

(
my52 j

j

u j ,my&yCy~ j ,my!, ~10!

and the summation notation means sumj over non-negative
half-integers. For the extremum states, with large meaj

value j̄ ~say 1012), the coefficientsCy( j ,my) are non-
negligible only in the vicinity ofmy50.

The same state represented in theJz basis is

uC&5 (
2 j 50

`

(
mz52 j

j

Cz~ j ,mz!u j ,mz&z . ~11!

The two sets of coefficients are related by

Cz~ j ,mz!5 (
my52 j

j z

z^ j ,mzu j ,my&yCy~ j ,my!. ~12!

Angular-momentum algebra gives z^ j ,mzu j ,my&y

5dmz ,my

j (p/2), where the elements of the rotation matr

~reduced Wigner function! are @11#

dmm8
j

~p/2!522 jA~ j 1m8!! ~ j 2m8!!

~ j 1m!! ~ j 2m!! (
k50

j 2m S j 1m
j 1m82kD

3S j 2m
k D ~21!m2m81k . ~13!

The basis transformation Eq.~12! is entirely different from a
Fourier transformation, in which themy ,mzvalues would be

replaced by quasicontinuous variablesmy→Jy5QAJ̄x, mz

→Jz5PAJ̄z, and the transformation would be

Cz~P!5E
2`

`

dQ~1/2p!1/2exp~2 iPQ!Cy~Q!. ~14!

The asymptotic form of the reduced Wigner function E
~13! is given in the Appendix, where it is seen not to b
approximated by the Fourier transform kernel. Furthermo
these transformations differ in a qualitative way: Where
the transformation kernel of Eq.~14! is necessarily complex
there exists a choice of phase that makes the correct ke
real, as in Eq.~13!.

A concrete example, given in the Appendix, illustrates t
large errors that can result from using the Fourier transfo
There we consider a specific state satisfying the assu
extremum properties (J̄y ,J̄z! J̄x), which would presumably
make the commutator@Q̂,P̂#5 i approximately correct.
Upon making a basis change from theJy basis to theJz
basis, we find, using the correct Eq.~12!, that the mean value
of Ĵz is given by a formula consistent withJ̄z! J̄x . However,

-

n-
4-3
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when ~provisionally! using the Fourier transform for the ba

sis change calculation we compute a mean valueJ̄z

52(p/2)J̄x . This is incorrect, as for this stateJ̄z must be

much smaller thanJ̄x . This demonstrates the comple
breakdown of a simple, direct replacement of the sp
operator algebra by the HW algebra, leading to the need
the more careful derivation we provided in the first half
this paper.

In conclusion, Eq.~7! provides a necessary condition fo
separability for arbitrary states of two general systems. T
condition is accessible to experimental tests in that it
volves measurements of only several low-order mome
When applied to collective angular-momentum variables
macroscopic atomic systems, the criterion confirms the
used by JKP in their experimental study@2#. The problem of
finding sufficient conditions for special classes of angul
momentum states remains to be solved.

The complete replacement, for all purposes, of the col
tive angular-momentum algebra by the simpler H
~position-momentum! algebra is not valid, even for extre
mum states that are nearly confined to a small region
angular-momentum space, corresponding to highly polari
atomic samples. We do not intend to imply that the use of

approximate commutator@Q̂,P̂#5 i will always lead to large
errors. If one evaluates operator moments involving o
states confined to the proper extremum region, then o
small errors are incurred, as is well known. We caution, ho
ever, that one cannot assume the validity of state expans
in basis states having the same properties asQ andP eigen-
states.

Another extension of the method of Ref.@4# to the SU~2!
spin operators for a different configuration~inseparability
criterion of particle entanglement in one ensemble! is de-
rived in So”rensenet al. @12#. In contrast to the present stud
So”rensenet al.considered a collection of atoms with a sing
~local! set of operators~angular-momentum operators in the
case!. They found that a squeezing condition for these lo
operators implies nonseparability of the state for all the co
ponent subsystems~atoms!. In our study we consider two
separated systems that can be measured independently
we effectively establish a two-mode~as opposed to one
mode in So”rensenet al.! squeezing criterion for establishin
a ‘‘bipartite’’ inseparablity. Our work and that of So”rensen
et al. are distinct but complementary. It does not appear t
they are equivalent, in the sense that the results of one c
be derived directly from the other.

Finally, it is interesting to address the question—wh
states, if any, are conjugate to theu j ,m&y states through a
Fourier transformation? The answer is the SU~2! phase
states. In the SU~2! phase formulation@13# one constructs
the (2j 11)-dimensional basis from phase states, defined
u j ,uk&y5(2 j 11)21/2(m52 j

j eimuku j ,m&y , with uk5kp/(2 j
11). From this, we obtain the desired Fourier transfo
kernel y^ j ,uu j ,m&y5eimu/A2 j 11. Even though the basi
change fromu j ,m&y states to phase states is a~discrete! Fou-
rier transformation, the phase operatorsf̂y constructed for
this representation donot naturally yield a commutato
05210
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@ Ĵy ,f̂y#5 i . Therefore, there is not an exact way to use t
correspondence to construct an equivalent HW algebra.
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APPENDIX

Whenj is large andm,m8! j the reduced Wigner function
Eq. ~13! is well approximated by using Stirling’s formula t
give

dmm8
j

~p/2!> A 2

p j
exp~1um22m82u/2j !

3cosS ~ j 1m2m8!
p

2 D . ~A1!

This does not approximate to the Fourier transform kern
As an illustration of the large errors that can arise wh

using the Fourier transform to execute a basis change
tweenJy andJz bases, consider the state with

Cy~ j ,my!5
exp~2 j̄ !a1

j 1mya2
j 2my

A~ j 1my!! ~ j 2my!!
, ~A2!

whereak5uakuexp(ifk). The mean values for this state a
j̄ 5(ua1u21ua2u2)/2, m̄y5 J̄y5(ua1u22ua2u2)/2, J̄z

5ua1a2ucos(f22f1), and J̄x5ua1a2usin(f22f1). We con-
sider states such thatf22f1>p/2 and ua1u22ua2u2
!ua1u21ua2u2, and hence are in the considered extrem
class, withJ̄y ,J̄z! J̄x .

In the Jz basis this same state is represented exactly
@using Eqs.~12! and ~13!#

Cz~ j ,mz!5
exp~2 j̄ !b1

j 1mzb2
j 2mz

A~ j 1mz!! ~ j 2mz!!
, ~A3!

with b15(a21a1)/A2 and b25(a22a1)/A2. The mean
valuesJ̄x ,J̄y ,J̄z are unchanged by the change of basis,
we now havem̄z5 J̄z5ua1a2ucos(f22f1).

How does this exact result compare with that obtained
assuming that the HW commutator is valid, which requir
that we transform Eq.~A2! by the Fourier relation? To carry
this out, we first find an accurate approximation to Eq.~A2!,
using Stirling’s formula, which gives, forj > j̄ large ~e.g.,
1012) andmy ,m̄y! j̄ ~and arbitrary phasesf1 ,f2),

Cy~ j ,my!> C~ j !~p j̄ !21/4exp@2~my2m̄y!2/2j̄ #

3exp@ i ~f12f2!my#, ~A4!
4-4
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with C( j )5Aexp(22j̄)(2j̄)2j/(2j)!exp@i(f11f2)j#, which is
a relatively narrow function ofj.

Using Eq.~14! to transform Eq.~A4!, we find ~with the
provisional result indicated by the tilde!

C̃z~ j ,mz!> C~ j !S j̄

p J̄x
2D 1/4

expF2~mz2m̃z!
2

2~ J̄x
2/ j̄ !

G
3expF2 i S mzm̄y

J̄x

2~f12f2!m̄yD G , ~A5!

which means that the mean value ofĴz is given provisionally
by J̄z5m̃z5(f12f2) J̄x . This predicted value forJ̄z is quite
incorrect. As an example considerf22f15p/2. Equation
-

ev

io

on

m

05210
~A3! predicts~correctly and exactly! that J̄z has a mean value
J̄z50, while Eq. ~A5! predicts a mean valueJ̄z5m̃z

52(p/2)J̄x . This is incorrect, as for this stateJ̄z must be
much smaller thanJ̄x .

For completeness, the correct Eq.~A3! for the state in the
Jz basis can be well approximated using Stirling’s formu
~sinceub1u22ub2u2!ub1u21ub2u2), giving

C̃z~ j ,mz!> C~ j !exp@2~mz2m̄z!
2/2j̄ #exp@ i ~f182f28!mz#,

~A6!

wherefk85arg@bk#. Equations~A6! and ~A5! differ in two
important ways—both in the phase structure and in the p
dicted mean value ofmz .
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